Kindergarten Weekly Update
February 3-7, 2020

Practice @ Home
• Recognize all upper and lowercase letters
• Recognize and produce rhyming words
• Count, produce, blend, and segment syllables in words
• Read all second trimester sight words Count and write by 1s to 75
• Read numbers 0-20 in random order Create a number story to 5
• Create and interpret a graph

Reminders
• Our 100th Day of Kindergarten will be on February 10, 2020.
• We will be celebrating Valentine’s Day on Friday, February 14, 2020. Our celebration will be from 10:15-11:15. Please stay tuned for further details.
• No School on Monday, February 17, 2020 for President’s Day.
• We will going be going to The Kohl Children’s Museum for a Field Trip on February 19, 2020.
• We will have no school on Friday, February 28, 2020 for Teacher Institute Day.

Our Learning
• Literacy: This week in our ReadyGEN curriculum, we began to read Weather Words and What They Mean. Next week, we will be comparing the book to What Will the Weather Be? We worked on asking and answering questions and using key details and words to understand a text. Students created their own weather forecast and predicted future weather.
• Sight Words: This week’s sight word books were One, Not Two and Mom and I. We studied, read, and practiced the sight words mom and not.
• Handwriting: Students continue to practice proper pencil grip, body posture, and paper placement when writing. We continue to practice correct strokes and letter and number formations here at school and encourage the same to be done at home.
• Math: Students continued Chapter 6 and practiced vocabulary such as take away, are left, subtract. Students created number sentence with minus signs and equal signs.
• Science: Our newest science focus centers on the question, “How Could You Warm Up a Frozen Playground?”. This subject area also coincides with our text from our ReadyGEN literacy unit. We look forward to making connections between what we learn from our literacy program to what we uncover in Mystery Science!
• STEM: This week students continued to learn about bones. They made “X-Rays” with Paint and Construction Paper.
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